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KEY BENEFITS 

• Predictable implementation 
cost and timeframe 

• Fast return-on-investment 
across the organization 

• Reduced implementation 
complexity 

• Knowledge transfer around 
best practices 

• Reduced risk through the use 
of Oracle Experts 

 

 Oracle’s Agile product lifecycle applications ease of use and new enhanced 
capabilities enable organizations to reduce product development cycle time 
and increase efficiency. Oracle Consulting offers a streamlined Agile 
Advantage to Agile Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) upgrade service 
leveraging a systematic best-in-class methodology, tools and resources to 
rapidly enable your implementation and accelerate time to value of the Agile 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) product suite capabilities. 

About Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management Upgrade Accelerator 
Oracle Consulting has created an accelerated version of the Agile Advantage PLM upgrade 
methodology, directed solely at Agile Advantage customers, and focused primarily on PLM 
enablement. Our “template-driven approach” combines the expertise of dedicated upgrade 
resources with the low cost lab-based approach to upgrades.  

Key Benefits  
• Rapid Return on Investment. 
• Reduced risk and predictable results. 
• Fast and efficient upgrade through pre-defined scope, roles and tasks. 
• Oracle Consulting upgrade experience and expertise. 
• Lower Total Cost of Ownership. 
• Superior user experience and enhancements provided by the new Agile product lifecycle 

applications. 

 
Agile Advantage Upgrade Accelerator Details 
Oracle experts perform the following activities:  

• Assessment – Assess the current hardware and software environment, customizations, 
process extensions, and any interfaces to provide recommendations for the upgrade 
process. 

• Technical Planning – Review the proposed architecture and provide insight to the 
technical team about the usage of the new environment. Discuss technical upgrade 
requirements; such as software requirements and database upgrade activities.   

• Functional Planning – Provide guidance and accelerators to develop the overall upgrade 
project functional impact, user communication, training, change management, and risk 
mitigation plans. 

• Functional Upgrade –Deliver a delta workshop to educate the core team on the key 
differences between Agile Advantage and Agile Product Lifecycle Management and the 
associated business process or configuration impact. Guide the team in the configuration 
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changes necessary to enable the core concepts of product lifecycle management.   
• Technical Upgrade – Execute two test runs of the database upgrade, utilizing dedicated 

servers within the Agile upgrade lab. The production upgrade of the database and 
installation of the most recent version of the Agile product lifecycle application on the 
customer’s environment is also included.  

• Testing Services – Execute predefined system tests before providing the upgraded 
database to the customer.  Provide guidance and accelerators to assist the client team in 
their validation and testing activities.   

• Training and User Change Management – Determine the best approach for assessing 
user process impact and advice on necessary training and change management 
considerations. 

• Go-Live and Ongoing Support – Determine the optimal level of support necessary to 
maintain user service efficiency during go-live period. In addition, advice on 
complementary support services that can be provided.  

 
Project Resources and Timeline  
Oracle Consulting possesses more Agile product lifecycle management applications knowledge 
and industry experience than any other organization and will deploy skilled resources for 
focused activities during the implementation. Typical resources for an Upgrade include 
Architecture/Installation Specialist, Database Upgrade Consultant, and Senior Principal 
Consultant for application configuration. The service offering typically requires between 8-16 
weeks depending on the business transformation requirements. 

 
How We Are Different 
The Oracle Consulting team is focused exclusively on Oracle Technologies, and we have the 
experts that others turn to for leading practices in Oracle software implementations.  We know 
Oracle best and can provide your business with tightly integrated, comprehensive, superior 
services throughout your ownership experience. 

Getting Started 
Leverage Oracle’s methods, tools, and extensive experience with customer implementations 
across diverse industries and geographies.  Tight integration across Consulting, Development, 
Support, Education, and Global Delivery puts the entire Oracle team behind your success.  To 
learn more, contact your local Oracle Consulting representative, or visit 
www.oracle.com/consulting. 
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WHY ORACLE CONSULTING 

• Leading Expertise: Oracle's 
own experts providing thought 
leadership for every Oracle 
solution. 

• Broad Coverage: “End-to-end” 
lifecycle services across the 
entire Oracle product footprint. 

• Global Scale: 13,000 Oracle 
experts in 145 countries, 
serving over 20 million users. 

• Unified Methodology: Based on 
industry standards, high quality 
results across complex 
projects. 

• Flexible Delivery: Onsite, 
offsite, and offshore, along with 
innovative solutions such as 
Rapid Starts and Expert 
Services. 
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